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Abstract—Architectures for tree structures on FPGAs as well
as ASICs have been proposed over the years. The exponential
growth in the memory size with respect to the number of
tree levels restricts the scalability of these architectures. In
this paper, we propose a scalable lookup engine on FPGA for
large decision-trees; this engine sustains high throughput even
if the tree is scaled up with respect to (1) the number of
fields and (2) the number of leaf nodes. The proposed engine
is a 2-dimensional pipelined architecture; this architecture also
supports dynamic updates of the decision-tree. Each leaf node of
the tree is mapped onto a horizontal pipeline; each field of the tree
corresponds to a vertical pipeline. We use dual-port distributed
RAM (distRAM) in each individual Processing Element (PE);
the resulting architecture for a generic decision-tree accepts two
search requests per clock cycle. Post place-and-route results show
that, for a typical decision-tree consisting of 512 leaf nodes, with
each node storing 320-bit data, our lookup engine can perform
536 Million Lookups Per Second (MLPS). Compared to the state-
of-the-art implementation of a binary decision-tree on FPGA, we
achieve 2× speed-up; the throughput is sustained even if frequent
dynamic updates are performed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tree structures [1] have been widely used for high-
performance computation; a tree can be used as the underlying
data structure for search or lookup operations [2]. In particular,
binary decision-tree has been widely studied due to its simple
structure; elegant algorithms based on balanced BST have been
proposed [3] for efficient searching of input data.

Hardware architecture for balanced tree structures have been
proposed to enhance the performance. Most hardware-based
architectures for tree structures are optimized with respect
to search latency [4]–[6] instead of throughput. Thus, these
architectures cannot sustain high throughput for large trees.
Meanwhile, a new trend in high-performance computing is to
support dynamic updates for the underlying data structures [7];
realizing dynamic updates without sacrificing the performance
is even more challenging.

State-of-the-art Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs),
with their flexibility and reconfigurability, are especially suit-
able for implementing a large tree structure [8]. To support
large tree structures on FPGA, off-chip memory is usually
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used. State-of-the-art implementations of large trees on FPGA
often utilize a large number of I/O pins for off-chip memory
access. The number of pins used is usually proportional to the
number of pipeline stages; this is expensive. Also, most of the
existing FPGA-based architectures make simple assumptions
that off-chip memory access rate can be easily scaled up
with respect to the number of used I/O pins [9]. As a result,
achieving scalability and high throughput has been a dominant
issue in the existing implementations for large tree structures.

In this paper, we present a scalable architecture for decision-
tree-based lookup engine on FPGA. This architecture is a 2-
dimensional pipelined architecture. It sustains high throughput
and supports dynamic updates. Specifically, our contributions
include the following:
• We convert a generic decision-tree into a rule table. The

conversion technique only depends on the number of
fields and the number of leaves in a decision-tree.

• We partition the table and store the table in a distributed
manner. We propose an efficient algorithm to update the
rule table dynamically.

• We implement our design on a state-of-the-art FPGA de-
vice with careful timing constraints. We use an individual
PE to locally access each partition of the rule table. We
parameterize our design and optimize the performance
with respect to various design parameters.

• We achieve 536 MLPS throughput for a decision-tree
consisting of 512 leaves, with each node storing 320-bit
data. The sustained throughput (with dynamic updates)
is 2× the peak throughput (without dynamic updates) of
the state-of-the-art implementation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II covers
the related work. We introduce the relevant data structures and
algorithms in Section III. We construct modular PE and present
the overall architecture in Section IV. Section V evaluates the
performance. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Generic Decision-tree

A generic decision-tree (not necessarily balanced) consist-
ing of N leaf nodes can be described as follows: We first
define field as a distinct set of data (e.g., Internet packet size,
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Fig. 1: An example of a decision-tree T

date, time, etc.). A decision-tree is then constructed on a set
of fields. Each decision-tree node keeps a criterion specified
in a particular field. The corresponding field of the input is
checked against the criterion of a tree node; the comparison
result then determines the next-hop of the lookup process. The
lookup process continues until a leaf node is reached, where
a final decision can be made.

We show an example of a binary decision-tree for traffic
classification [2] in Figure 1. In this example, the decision-
tree are built on two fields: 16-bit Destination Port number
(DP) field and 12-bit Average Packet Size (APS) field1. Note
a field can be used more than once along a path from the root
to a leaf. We use M to denote the number of fields examined
by a decision-tree.

B. Tree Structures on FPGA

A lot of the existing architectures have focused on opti-
mizing the search delay using tree structures on FPGA. For
example, [10] employs the carry chains to build compressor
trees; its performance is only measured with respect to the
delay and area. A comparative study on parallel prefix trees is
done in [11], where the main performance differences among
14 architecture configurations are presented. However, the
comparison work still uses delay rather than throughput as
a performance metric for these parallel trees.

In [6], a pipelined binary tree is implemented for pattern
counting on FPGA. Each tree level is mapped into an individ-
ual pipeline stage; each stage consists of a logic component
and a memory module. Inside a pipeline stage, a memory
module larger than 512 entries is further divided into mul-
tiple sub-modules to reduce the wire length and enhance the
throughput. A pipeline architecture based on dynamic search
tree is proposed in [7]; it offers high throughput for lookup,
insert and delete operations. These architectures employ a
straightforward mapping from a tree to a pipeline on FPGA:
Each tree level is mapped into a pipeline stage. We denote this

1Without loss of generality, we assume that if the corresponding field of
the input is less than the value stored in a node, the left child of that node is
to be searched; otherwise the right child is to be searched.

TABLE I: Rule table RN,W (N = 5, M = 2, W = 28)
16-bit Dst. Port (DP) 12-bit Avg. Pkt. Size (APS) Class

[81, 65536) [0, 1200) MSN
[6891, 65536) [1200, 4096) Skype

[81, 6891) [1200, 4096) P2PTV
[80, 81) [0, 4096) HTTP
[0, 80) [0, 4096) P2PTV

straightforward mapping as the state-of-the-art implementation
of a decision-tree in this paper (See Section V).

Denoting Ω as the total number of nodes in a tree, the state-
of-the-art implementation of a decision-tree is expensive: (1)
An unbalanced tree may require O(Ω) pipeline stages, while a
lookup may take O(Ω) time. (2) For balanced trees, the lookup
time is bounded by O(log(Ω)); however, the memory con-
sumption and the wire length in each stage increases linearly
with respect to Ω. For large balanced decision-trees (large Ω),
the long wires deteriorate the clock rate. (3) It is not easy to
perform dynamic updates, including deleting, modifying, and
inserting a decision-tree node. The data stored in decision-tree
nodes are correlated; an update may result in too many changes
to be performed globally in the tree structure. For example, in
Figure 1, deleting the node “DP < 81” requires reorganizing
the entire tree. This usually leads to long processing latency
and complex update mechanism [7].

C. Problem Definition

We define the problem as: Given an arbitrary decision-
tree consisting of N leaf nodes (indexed from left to right
as k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) and M fields (with total width of
W bits), design a high-throughput lookup engine on FPGA
which also supports dynamic updates of the tree. We define
dynamic updates as the following operations performed during
run-time: (1) Modification: to change the values stored in a
node. (2) Deletion: to remove the criterion stored in a node.
(3) Insertion: to add a node between any pair of a parent node
and a child node, or add a child to a leaf node.

III. DATA STRUCTURES & ALGORITHMS

Our work is based on the following observation: (1) Each
root-to-leaf path can be fully characterized by only a “rule”
consisting of a few number of comparisons. The rules can be
mapped onto FPGA more efficiently than the state-of-the-art
implementation. (2) By modifying the data stored locally, we
refrain from migrating large amounts of data; instead, dynamic
updates are performed in a distributed manner.

We introduce our novel data structure to represent any given
decision-tree in Section III-A. Then we present an efficient
algorithm to search this data structure in Section III-B. Later
we will propose an efficient mapping from this algorithm to
the hardware architecture in Section IV.

A. Rule Table

Let us revisit the decision-tree in Figure 1. Suppose the
input field values are xDP in the DP field, and xAPS in
the APS field, respectively. Let W denote the total width



(in bits) of all the fields. If we want to reach the leaf node
“Skype” starting from the root, the following criteria have to be
satisfied: 6891 ≤ xDP < 65536, and 1200 ≤ xAPS < 4096.
We denote such a set of criteria as a rule; each rule defines
M criteria on M fields, respectively.

We denote the decision-tree as T ; note each leaf node of T
corresponds to a rule. We store in a table all the rules generated
for T ; each rule is stored as a row in this table. We denote
such a table as a rule table. Suppose a rule table consists of
N rows, and the total width of all the fields is W bits; we use
RN,W to denote this rule table. In Table I, we show the rule
table R5,28 generated from the decision-tree in Figure 1.

Note the conversion from a decision-tree to a rule table
does not depend on the size, depth, or degree of the decision-
tree. The conversion technique can be easily extended for any
arbitrary decision-tree.

B. Splitting and Partitioning

After we have converted a given decision-tree into a rule
table, we focus on how to search the inputs in this table.
Intuitively, we can search the rule table field-by-field in
parallel, and finally merge all the partial results from all the
fields. For example, in Table I, we can split the table into two
fields (DP and APS); each field can be searched independently.

However, it is not easy to achieve high throughput by only
splitting a rule table into multiple fields. This is because we
still have to use a tree-based structure to do range search in
each field [12]. The performance may still degrade due to the
reasons discussed in Section II.

1) Splitting: We split a field into multiple Wm-bit sub-
fields. For example in Table I, the 12-bit APS field can
be split into 3 sub-fields, each of Wm = 4 bits. If we
split all the fields, we have in total W

Wm
sub-fields. We

use sub-rule to denote the projection of a rule onto a
sub-field; hence each sub-rule has Wm bits.

2) Partitioning: We further partition the rule table consist-
ing of N rules into multiple sub-tables (denoted as Si,j ,
i = 0, 1, ..., N

Nn
−1, j = 0, 1, ..., W

Wm
−1), each sub-table

consisting of Nn sub-rules. For example in Table I, after
we split the DP and APS fields into a total number of
7 sub-fields, the rule table can be partitioned into 5× 7
sub-tables, each sub-table corresponding to 1 sub-rule.

The splitting and partitioning techniques allow us to utilize
massive parallelism on state-of-the-art hardware. The param-
eters Wm and Nn are determined in Section V.

C. Dynamic Updates

For dynamic decision-trees, the number of leaf nodes N
varies during run-time; hence we use Nmax to denote the
maximum value of N during run-time. Upon initialization, we
convert a decision-tree of N leaf nodes into a rule table RN,W .
We add a number of (Nmax−N ) invalid rules as placeholders
to RN,W ; these rules do not produce any valid match result.
The resulting rule table is RNmax,W . For example, we can add
xDP < 0 and xAPS < 0 as an invalid rule into the rule table of
Table I; the resulting rule table R6,28 has 6 rows (Nmax = 6).

Algorithm 1 Modifying/deleting a node

Input Sub-tables Si,j ,
i = 0, 1, ..., Nmax

Nn
− 1, j = 0, 1, ..., W

Wm
− 1.

Decision-tree T and the node z to be modified into z′.
Output Updated sub-tables S′i,j ,

i = 0, 1, ..., Nmax

Nn
− 1, j = 0, 1, ..., W

Wm
− 1.

1: for j = 0 to ( W
Wm
− 1) do

2: if z does not check sub-field j then
3: break {ignore j}
4: end if
5: for i = 0 to (Nmax

Nn
− 1) do

6: for ii = 0 to (Nn − 1) do
7: if leaf node (i∗Nn + ii) is a descendant of z then
8: Construct a new sub-rule based on z′

9: Replace the ii-th sub-rule by the new sub-rule
{in sub-table Si,j}

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for

Algorithm 2 Inserting a node

Input Sub-tables Si,j ,
i = 0, 1, ..., Nmax

Nn
− 1, j = 0, 1, ..., W

Wm
− 1.

Decision-tree T , the node z′ to be inserted, and the node
ẑ that should be the parent of z′ after insertion.

Output Updated sub-tables S′i,j ,
i = 0, 1, ..., Nmax

Nn
− 1, j = 0, 1, ..., W

Wm
− 1.

1: if z′ is not a leaf node then
2: Use Algorithm 1 to modify all of the leaf nodes that are

descendants of z′

3: else
4: Locate an invalid rule as a leaf node z
5: Use Algorithm 1 to modify z into z′

6: end if

Dynamic updates of the decision-tree can be viewed as:
modify rule(s), delete rule(s), or insert rule(s) on RNmax,W .
Note the splitting and partitioning techniques for our rule-table
lead to multiple small sub-tables Si,j ; these sub-tables can be
stored on hardware in a fully distributed manner. Therefore,
update operations can be performed distributedly.

To modify a tree node z, we show a distributed algorithm in
Algorithm 1. The memory write access required to overwrite
a data can be performed in different sub-tables independently.
Note sometimes it is necessary to flip the polarity of the
comparator in Step 9, especially when the comparison type
is to be changed from “<” to “≥”, or vice versa.

Deleting a node z can be viewed as to remove the constraint
put by z in the tree. This can be done by modifying the
range upperbound (lowerbound) specified by z to the max-
imum (minimum) value in this subfield; hence we also use
Algorithm 1 to delete a node. For example, in Figure 1, to
delete the node “APS ≥ 1200”, we modify this node to be
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Fig. 2: Modular PE

“APS ≥ 0” while keeping all of its descendants unchanged.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code used to insert a node.

ẑ is provided as an input to indicate the location where z′ is
to be inserted. If z′ is inserted as an internal node, all the leaf
nodes that are descendants of z′ have to be changed. If z′ is
inserted as a new leaf node, z′ corresponds to a new rule in
RNmax,W ; hence we modify an invalid rule into this new rule.

IV. ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we map our data structures discussed in Sec-
tion III onto FPGA. To handle each sub-table, we present the
modular PE in Section IV-A. We show the overall architecture
in Section IV-B. We introduce the dynamic update mechanism
in Section IV-C.

A. Modular PE

We show the organization of a modular PE in Figure 2.
Each sub-table Si,j is associated with a modular PE[i, j],
i = 0, 1, ..., Nmax

Nn
− 1, j = 0, 1, ..., W

Wm
− 1. The modular PE

compares the input field value of Wm bits with Nn sub-rules in
parallel. The input needs to be compared with the upperbound
and the lowerbound of each sub-rule, hence there are 2 · Nn

parallel comparators. Each comparison result depends on the
input field value, the range boundary of a sub-rule stored in the
data memory, and the corresponding comparison result from
the previous PE. In each modular PE, the comparison results
are represented by a Bit Vector (BV) of (2·Nn) bits [12], [13].

In each PE, a register is used to propagate the BV horizon-
tally to the next PE on its right side; another register is used to
propagate the Wm-bit input field value vertically to the next
PE below this PE. The data memory is implemented using
dual-port distRAM; this allows localized memory access and
dual-threaded lookup in each PE [2], [13].

B. 2-dimensional Pipelined Architecture

The modular PEs can be concatenated into a 2-dimensional
pipelined architecture. We show an example for Nmax

Nn
= 3 and

W
Wm

= 4 in Figure 3. The horizontal arrows indicate the data
flow of the BVs and the final lookup results; the vertical arrows
denote the data flow of the input field values. Compared to
the state-of-the-art implementation, this architecture is scalable
with respect to:
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Fig. 3: 2-dimensional pipelined architecture

1) Field width W . As W increases, more PEs can be used
in each horizontal pipeline; the length of the longest wire
is not greatly affected by the value of W . We can sustain
high throughput even when we scale up the value of W .

2) Maximum number of rules Nmax. As Nmax increases,
we can use more PEs in each vertical pipeline. We can
sustain high throughput for large values of Nmax.

Note for the state-of-the-art implementation of a decision-tree,
the length of the longest wire(s) grows much faster (can be
linear) with respect to the number of leaves.

C. Dynamic Updates for Decision-tree

The 2-dimensional pipelined architecture also supports dy-
namic updates. For each PE, the pins used for input field values
can be reused as input pins for overwriting data in the data
memory. Each memory write access takes 1 clock cycle; this
blocks the lookup process for 1 clock cycle per PE. The mem-
ory write accesses propagate through the 2-dimensional array
in a diagonal waveform manner, since the control signals have
to be propagated from PE to PE in a pipelined fashion. We
illustrate the dynamic update mechanism using the example
(considering worst-case scenario) in Figure 3:

1: In the first clock cycle, the range boundary used for the
first comparator in PE[0, 0] is being overwritten.

2: In the second clock cycle, the range boundary for the
second comparator stored in PE[0, 0] is being overwritten;
the range boundaries for the first comparators in PE[0, 1]
and PE[1, 0] are also being overwritten.

3: After 2 · Nn clock cycles, all the range boundaries
in PE[0, 0] have been overwritten; PE[0, 0] resumes its
lookup process.

3: This process continues until all the PEs overwrite their
data. The memory accesses to Nmax×W

Nn×Wm
PEs complete

after (2 ·Nn + Nmax

Nn
+ W

Wm
− 1) clock cycles.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conducted experiments using Verilog on Xilinx Vivado
Design Suite 2013.4 [14], targeting the Virtex-7 XC7VX1140t
FLG1930 -2L FPGA [15]. This device has 1100 I/O pins,
218800 logic slices, 67 Mb BRAM, and can be configured to
realize large amount of distRAM (up to 17 Mb). A conser-
vative timing constraint of 250 MHz is used for place-and-
route process. Maximum achievable clock rate and resource
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consumption are shown using post-place-and-route timing
reports and resource utilization reports, respectively.

The rest of this section is organized as follows: Section V-A
defines the performance metrics. We identify the values of
Wm and Nn through experiments in Section V-B. In Sec-
tion V-C, we compare the performance of our architecture with
the state-of-the-art implementation of the same decision-tree.
Section V-D demonstrates the scalability of our architecture
with respect to the total width of all the fields (W ) and the
maximum number of leaf nodes in a decision-tree (Nmax). In
Section V-E, we discuss the relationship between the update
rate and the sustained throughput.

A. Performance Metrics

The following metrics are widely-used in most of the
hardware-based classification engines [2], [7], [16], [17]:

1) Peak/Sustained Throughput: The number of lookups per-
formed per unit time (MLPS) without/with dynamic updates.

2) Resource Consumption: Total amount of hardware re-
sources consumed by the lookup engine, including logic slices
and I/O pins utilized on FPGA.

B. Empirical Optimization of Parameters

We have to properly choose the values of Wm (the width of
each sub-field) and Nn (the depth of each sub-table) in order
to achieve the best clock rate (and also the best throughput)
on FPGA. In this section, we use relatively small values of
W (W = 80, the total width of all the fields) and Nmax

(Nmax = 128, the maximum number of leaves), and vary
the values of Wm and Nn. As can be seen later, the best
combination of Wm and Nn can also sustain high performance
even for larger values of Wm and Nn.

The values of Wm and Nn both range from 2 to 16; for
larger values, the clock rate drops dramatically. We show the
achievable clock rate in Figure 4. As can be seen:
• The highest clock rate achievable is above 400 MHz,

which corresponds to a lookup rate of over 800 MLPS.
• Smaller values of Wm and Nn perform better, since indi-

vidual logic cells on FPGA can be used more efficiently.
Large values of Wm and Nn lead to more resource
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Fig. 5: Comparison of peak throughput

consumption per PE, as well as more routing resources
between logic cells; the slow interconnections between
large amounts of logic cells degrade the clock rate.

• We can either choose Wm = 2 and Nn = 4, or Wm = 4
and Nn = 2, since there is no significant difference with
respect to clock rate. We choose Wm = 4 and Nn = 2
in our work.

C. Comparison with State-of-the-art

We show the comparison of the proposed design (Prop.)
with the state-of-the-art implementation in Figure 5. As a
baseline (BL), we denote the following implementation as the
state-of-the-art implementation of a decision-tree [2]: (1) Each
tree level is mapped directly into a pipeline stage; all the field
values in a tree level is stored in the same memory module of
a pipeline stage. (2) Both distRAM and BRAM can be used
in each pipeline stage; the synthesis tool [14] chooses which
one to use in each pipeline stage with high optimization effort.
The proposed design and the state-of-the-art implementation
both employ dual-port memory on the same FPGA.

To make a fair comparison, we randomly generated
decision-trees (not necessarily complete or balanced) for each
combination of W and Nmax. For each pair of (W , Nmax)
and a specific implementation, the throughput do not differ
very much between different decision-trees; therefore we only
generated 10 decision-trees for each pair of (W , Nmax). The
decision-trees are chosen to be binary, although our architec-
ture also applies directly to trees of higher degrees. In Figure 5,
the average performance of 10 decision-trees is shown for each
pair of (W , Nmax). We can observe that our implementations
achieve better (2×) peak throughput compared to the state-of-
the-art implementation.



TABLE II: Resource consumption
W Nmax Logic slices (%) I/O (%) Peak Throughput (MLPS)

80

128 4.95 19.45 597.01
256 9.04 21.63 626.37
384 13.30 23.81 614.06
512 18.45 26.00 569.80

160

128 9.11 35.81 700.28
256 17.74 38.00 580.04
384 25.95 40.18 566.09
512 35.17 42.36 564.97

240

128 13.36 52.18 591.89
256 26.58 54.36 565.61
384 39.41 56.54 564.17
512 53.61 58.72 557.56

320

128 17.64 68.54 609.57
256 34.95 70.72 585.30
384 55.00 72.90 538.78
512 70.72 75.09 536.19

D. Scalability

We show the throughput and resource consumption of the
proposed design with respect to various values of W and
Nmax in Table II. We choose W to range from 80 to 320;
this range covers most of values of W in many decision-tree-
based network classification problems [2], [12], [16]. We have
the following observations:
• As we scaled up the values of W and Nmax, we observe

little throughput degradation; we sustain over 530 MLPS
throughput for large values of W and Nmax.

• The resource consumption scales linearly with respect to
both W and Nmax. However, even when over 70% re-
sources are utilized, we can still sustain high throughput.

In Table II, the largest values of W and Nmax supported
by the targeted FPGA are 320 and 512, respectively. Note in
Section V-C, we have also used W = 128 and Nmax = 1024.
This means the values of W and Nmax can be tuned to target
a specific application.

E. Sustained Throughput and Dynamic Updates

As can be seen, Algorithm 2 has higher complexity than
Algorithm 1, since Algorithm 2 requires a chain of modifica-
tions to be performed in the corresponding PEs. Hence we
pessimistically assume all updates are node insertions.

Note although a single update of the tree node may trigger
many updates on the rule table, the distributed update algo-
rithms in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 allow the update time
to be overlapped among multiple PEs. As a result, the time
overhead to update a single PE is 2 · Nn clock cycles in the
worst case.

Let U denote the update rate, f the maximum clock rate
achieved on FPGA, T the sustained throughput. Using the
above assumptions and notations, the sustained throughput
with the worst-case2 dynamic updates, is given by:

T = 2(f − 2 ·Nn · U) (1)

2Assuming all the update operations are node insertions, and all the 2 ·Nn

range boundaries are modified in each PE.

The typical dynamic update rate required by network appli-
cations, is much less than the lookup rate to be sustained
[13]. For example, the update rate for Internet IP address
lookup is usually less than 10 K updates per second [18]. This
indicates our sustained throughput is almost the same as the
peak throughput without any update operation (T ≈ 2f ). Note
that most of the existing dynamically updatable architecture
introduce much higher update overhead [7], [19].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a scalable and dynamically
updatable lookup engine for generic decision-trees. The pro-
posed approach can be generalized for other decision-tree-
based applications. In the future, we plan to investigate self-
learning mechanism on this architecture.
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